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We study, by means of flows in jet bundles, infinitesimal deformations of 
germs of Wm maps f : R” + [Wm that depend on a finite number of derivatives 
of these maps. We show that for m = 1 such deformations cannot essentially 
depend on derivatives higher than the first and that the deformations generalize 
the notion of an ir&itesimal contact transformation. Analogous results hold for 
m ’ 1. Some applications to differential equations are given. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The proposal of Cartan [l] to translate the problem of finding a solution to 
a system of differential equations to that of equivalently finding integral mani- 
folds of appropriate ideals of differential forms has recently provoked considerable 
interest in the applied literature [2, 3j. Th is is apparently due to a promise of 
a unified formalism for understanding some of the remarkable new insights 
into the structure of certain nonlinear evolution equations of which the Korteweg 
de Vries is a prototype. One is thus invited to reexamine Cartan’s proposal. 
Although it is clear that any system of smooth differential equations can be 
substituted by an appropriate ideal of forms, from a modern viewpoint this is 
not enough to establish a complete equivalence. Differential equation theory 
and especially partial differential equation theory suffers from the fault that 
although the equations themselves are not too difficult to define as mathematical 
objects, the theory of transformations of equations is rather poor. Beyond 
changes of dependent and independent variables, various specialized trans- 
formations of applied theory [4] canonical transformations of Hamiltonian 
systems, and the still incomplete theory of invariance groups [4-61, there is no 
fundamental theory of transformations of differential equations. To be able 
to fully justify Cartan’s geometrization of differential equations it is necessary 
that in the process we can also translate the transformational structure. The 
present paper is devoted to the examination of infinitesimal transformations 
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of differential equations from a local viewpoint, and though not as geometrically 
intrinsic as one can imagine, one which settles certain questions that must be 
faced before any more intrinsic formalism can be justified. 
In concrete terms, the main problem of this paper is to characterize those 
vector fields 95 on UP’ whose flows preserve graphs of jet extensions; that is, 
which have the property that for every P map f defined on a sufficiently small 
open set of 5P with values in DP there exists a positive 7f such that for all 
1 7 j < 7r the image Qi(r,) at time T under the flow @, of Z of the graph I’, 
of the function x “‘+ (f(X), @ff(4,..., @q(4) is related to some function fT 
in the same way: @,(r,) = rfr. Here the $1 are partial derivatives of some 
order, fixed (along with m and n, N = (K + I)m + n) from the beginning. 
In the special case m = 1 our result (Theorem 2) implies that the derivatives 
306 can be taken to be of first order, and that the vector field 3 is determined 
by differentiation of a smooth but otherwise arbitrary function co of 2n + 1 
variables. The situation being somewhat more complicated for nz :- I, we 
defer the discussion to follow the precise statement of Theorem 2. 
From the standpoint of differential geometry, our results as stated are purely 
local. Nonetheless it seems straightforward to carry them over by composing 
with charts to the case of functionsf: A -+ KY”, where A%’ is a manifold. How- 
ever, by observation 2 in Section 7, there is a fundamental difficulty in carrying 
over the results to functions f: ~8’ -A’” where N is also a manifold. Such a 
situation would necessitate the study of flows in infinite-dimensional jet bundles. 
In the remainder of the introduction we introduce concepts and terminology 
essential to the sections which follow. Throughout the paper, we explicitly 
label as definitions only those of technical words not in common use and which 
appear in more than one section. In this case the word defined is italicized in 
the defining phrase. We also label displayed equations defining symbols on 
either side by (def) on the right. 
Let 01 =T (~(i ,..., 01~~) be a multiindex. Denote by i the multiindex (O,..., 0, 
1, o,..., 0) where 1 stands in the ith place, and by 0 the null index (O,..., 0). 
Defining (Y + B and (y. < p componentwise allows us to introduce the difference 
p - CY whenever a: & /3 and to define the lattice operations 01 v p and in A p. 
We deal exclusively with spaces that are products of real lines and by a map 
f: E -F between two such, we mean any application each component fK of 
which has the form 
where UK C E, is an open subset of a finite subproduct E, of E, n: E - EC is 
the projection, and fKo is Cm. Composition of maps is meant in the sense of 
partial maps, and commutativity of diagrams means that composites along two 
paths with the same beginning and end coincide on the intersection of their 
domains. 
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It shall be useful to deal with trivival bundles of the form 7~ : E x F -+ E. 
Abundlemap+:E x F + E x F’ is therefore a commutative square: 
EXF (9 : E'xF' 
FIGURE 1 
that is, 4(x, y) = (@(x), @(x, y)) for appropriate maps $b: E - E’ and 
+“: E xF+F’. 
If f: E + F is a map given by 
we define its derivative Df: E x E -+ F to be given by 
where DfKo is the Frechet derivative of fK,, considered as map UK x E, -+ R. 
The tangent bundle TE of E is defined as the bundle E x E + E and if 
f: E -+ F, then its tangent Tf: TE + TE is the bundle map (x, y) N (f(x), 
Df (x)y). 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let Ml = (1, 2 ,..., m}. Any pair of the form (L, a) with 
L E M and 01 a multiindex, we call a multipair. 
DEFINITION 1.2. Let A be a set of multipairs. Define A, = {CY / (L, a) E A}, 
I 24, I = sup{/ &J I I 01 E 4, I A I = SUP{1 4 I I L E MO>. 
DEFINITION 1.3. A set of multipairs A such that (L, 0) E A for all L we call 
vertexed. 
DEFINITION 1.4. The bundle IlP x [WA we denote by $” and call it the 
A-jet bundle. We label a generic point of $A by (x, yLa). In case A = {(L, a) 1 
j a: / < k} we write ynk for yA and when A is the set of all multipairs we denote 
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the corresponding jet bundle by jnzrn. For m = 1 we drop the subscript. If 
f: RF ---f FP, we define $Af: IfP + [WA by 
and TAf: [w” + xA by T”f(x) = (x, $“f(x)). The graph of $“f as a subset 
of ,$A we denote by I’“f. 
Note that not every map F: 08” --+ fA is of the form -cAf. For F to be of this 
form it is certainly necessary that n-F(x) = x and that i?‘-=FLa = i?BFLB for all 
y > 01 v p. These conditions are also locally sufficient and are satisfied for all 
y > 01 v /3 once they are satisfied for y = 01 v /I. 
DEFINITION 1.5. By a dz@rential equation we mean a map F: $” -+ E. 
We say a map f: KP + [w* satisfies F = 0 if F 0 rAf = 0, or equivalently 
rAf C F-l(O). 
Given a map 8: YA ---f 3” we can consider the new equation F 0 8. A map 
satisfies this new equation if EI’Af C F-l(O), but ETAf is not necessarily of the 
form Pg for some g even though it may be a graph of a map IlP -+ [WA; that is, 
8 does not necessarily relate two solutions of the two equations. To be able to 
establish such a relation it is enough that E preserve the structure of fA as a jet 
bundle; that is, if in fA we consider the family 9 of subsets of the form Pf 
where f is any map [w”+ iwm then we require that 8g C 9 in the technical sense 
that whenever WAf is a graph of a map KY-+ [WA it must be rAg for some g. Such 
a view of transformations of differential equations reduces the question to the 
study of the local automorphisms of the ambient space fA, and in this sense is not 
an intrinsic one; nevertheless the results have definite implications for more 
intrinsic formulations. To avoid problems arising from ZYAf not being a graph 
of a map llP + [WA it is convenient to consider only 8 infinitesimally close to the 
identity and maps f defined in infinitesimal neighborhoods. As it will turn out 
later it is enough to consider flows of autonomous vector fields. We now formulate 
these requirements in the conventional language of germs. 
DEFINITION 1.6. Let X be any topological space and x E X. We define an 
equivalence relation on Y(X) by setting S N T if and only if there is a neighbor- 
hood N of x such that N n S = N n T. We denote by S, the equivalence 
class of S and call it the germ of S at x. 
Consider now an arbitrary Cm manifold J&’ and a Cm vector field x on it. 
Recall that there exists a Cm maximal flow map @: ?Y +&? where Yk’- is an 
open set such that J&’ x (O} CYY C &! x [w and t --f @(x, t) is an integral 
curve of 9 with @(x, 0) = x and defined on a maximal open interval of [w. 
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We shall write at or exp(t%) for a(*, t). It is clear now that given (x, t) E %+“, 
S C M, then there is a representative T of S, whose points belong to the domain 
of Qp, and so we can define a transformed germ @$, to be (@t(T))o,(e) . Let V 
be any set of germs of subsets of A?. We say that d is %?-preserenitg f for each 
S, E V, there is a T > 0 such that @J, E Q for all ) t / < T. 
DEFINITION 1.7. Let 3 be a Cm vector field defined on an open set U in 3” 
with A finite. Consider the set of germs of the form (P&Q(~) for maps f: 
[w” + BP for which rAf C U. If 55 preserves this class we say it is graph pre- 
serving. 
The main theorems of this paper determine all such vector fields for A 
finite and vertexed. 
If X is graph-preserving, then for any f with rAf in the domain of 9Y and for 
any x,, in the domain off we have a 7 > 0 and a neighborhood V of x,, such that 
for all 1 t 1 < 7 there exists a map ft such that for x E V 
and thus the flow can be used to transform local solutions of F = 0 to those 
of F 0 di, = 0. If we define ul, by Yt(x) = dDtTAf (x), we note that the above 
equation can be written as Dt 0 rAf = rAft 0 ?Pt , an equivalent expression for 
graph preservation. We note that if A is vertexed, then ft is unique since we then 
have that Tf = r,,TAf where ~~‘0: 6” -+ fmo is the projection. 
DEFINITION 1.8. In the case of E graph-preserving and A vertexed, let 3 
be the set of germs of maps f: R” -+ R” with rAf C U; the transform fz t+ 
(f& c2) defines a map @: YF” -+ 9 where 3 x (0) C%@ C B x [w and 
each ‘W(fz , t) is defined on a maximal open interval of R. We call P the 
induced jlow on germs. 
We shall begin our investigation with a few technical sections leading up to 
the results in Section 6 which characterize infinitesimal graph-preserving 
deformations. Our discussion will be strictly local and for maximum rigor 
should have been carried out exclusively in terms of germs of maps about 
appropriate points. We use germ terminology only when required by clarity 
for otherwise the discussion, already involved, would become too cumbersome. 
This, and other abuses of the language we leave to the reader to interpret 
properly. 
2. LIFTINGS OF MAPS 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let A’ = A u {(L, 01 + i) j i = l,..., n; (L, a) E A) and 
define the map A: $“’ x !P --f TyA as follows: using the isomorphisms 
#A’ x K!” CT?! Ii%” x RA’ x R” and TfA e W x IRA x IFP x RA set 
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A(x, y, w) = (x, ya , V, z) where yA is the projection of y into W, and x is 
given by 
Because of the future importance of this expression we abbreviate it to z = y : ZI. 
One inconvenience of A is that it fails to be injective. However, since Ah 
is linear in o, this problem can be circumvented in linear situations. 
DEFINITION 2.2. If + = (@, +Q) is a bundle map E x F---j E’ x F’ such 
that @: E x F ---f F’ is linear in the second variable, we define a map 6 = 
(@, 4’1) where &: E +L(F, F’) is given by J”(x) = $Q(x, .). 
LEMMA 1. Consider the following diagram 
FIGURE 2 
where @ is a bundle map such that @h is linear in the second variable, &Q(x) 
is invertiable for all x, and Im(@) C Im(A). Then there is a unique bundle map 
& such that 6,s is linear in the second variable and which makes the diagram 
commute. 
Proof. Using the isomorphism T$* N %* x W x [WA we write @(x, V) = 
(@r(x), @am, @s(x)w) and 6(x, V) = (&(x), &(x)v). If the diagram commutes 
we have 
(9 GIA = Q1 , 
(ii) G.Jx)v = @so, 
(iii) &(x) : !&(x)v = @s(x)u. 
Now (i) and (ii) determine &rA 
membering that T&(X) = @a( 
and 6a uniquely, using this in (iii) and re- 
x is invertible we determine uniquely the rest ) . 
of the components of &r . To show that 6 exists, we must therefore establish 
that the possible double determinations of some components of &r by (i) and 
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(iii) coincide. Suppose (L, 01), (L, a: + ;) E A, then from (i) we have @ = @iF 
and from (iii) 6$ = (@F&@;‘)~. Existence will be established therefore once 
we show that @Tf = (@&@F’)~. Let 7 = (0 ,..., l,..., 0) with 1 in the ith place 
and take ‘u = @&. Then ((P, , 7, @a@&) E Im(d) and from the definition of A 
we therefore have (@a@& = y : 7 where necessarily yifi = @$ but this is 
nothing more than the sought for equality. 
The above proof pointed out a curious property of A that we explore further. 
Consider a map F: [w” --f $A and let us procure the conditions for the existence 
of a bundle map i? TRn + $A’ x lFP which factors TF through A: 
TP 
TF t TJA 
FIGURE 3 
Using the identifications TR" C! EP x [w", $" E W x [WA, TfA N R" X 
RA x ifB@ x !RA, and yA’ x FP N EP x RA’ x Rn we write 
F(x) = (Q(x), Y(4), 
qx, v) = (&v), P(x), 0(x, v)). 
Then one readily finds the conditions: 
6 = @, (2-l) 
PA = Y, Gw 
cqx, v) = D@(x)v, (2.3) 
F(x) : I!@, v) = DY(x)v. (2.4) 
We note that (2.1)-(2.3) clearly define 6, PA , and fi. Equation (2.4) is more 
subtle. If we substitute in it for 8, we arrive at 
P:DCD=DYJ. (2.5) 
Now for every (L, a) E A such that (L, OL + ;) E A, (2.1) gives Yi+i = !Pi+” and 
substituting these into (2.5) gives us a system of equations which on the one 
hand impose certain constraints on the existing YLm and on the other hand can 
be used to define the FL’” when (L, 01 + i) $ A. Thus for (2.5) to be soluble 
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for p, certain integrability conditions also determinable from (2.5) may have 
to be satisfied by the ?P. This is most readily seen for the case CD(X) = x for 
then we have that if (L, 01+ i) $ A, (2.5) defines pi+’ by 
and if (L, a + ;) E A, then (2.5) constrains F to satisfy 
DEFINITION 2.3. Suppose P exists and consider the base map F’ = D: 
UP -+ fA’ which we see to be a particular lifting of F: 
JA’ 
F’ 
/,, 
Tr 
.n 
R 
F 
JA 
FIGURE 4 
We can now repeat the argument for F’ and proceed as far as possible to define 
mapsF’,F” ,..., FcN) until no further lifting is possible. If there are no obstruction 
at any finite step, we can eventually construct a lifting Fcm): W -+ $A(w) where 
From our discussion of the special case CD(X) = x above we readily see that 
and so all liftings exist. What is important is the converse. 
LEMMA 2. If TF(x) = x and F’iAl) exists, then F = rAf for some f. 
Proof. We note that if (L, OL), (L, p) E A, then (L, r) E A(l-41) for any y such 
that 01 < y < 01 v /3 or fi < y < o! v p. Repeated applications of (2.5) will now 
result in asv*-a?;rL~ = p@--B FL6 which are the necessary and sufficient inte- 
grability conditions to find an f such that FLn = @fL . 
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LEMMA 3. Suppose F: Rn -+ $7” is such that Y = TF is invertible, then if 
F(IAI) exists we have F = +f 0 Yfor some f. 
Proof. We have T(F 0 Y-l) = TF o TY-1 = A o (P o TY--l), thus 
(F o y-l)- = p o TY-1 which in particular means that (F 0 Y-l)’ = F’ o Y-l. 
Continuing in this way we find (F o Y-l)W) = Fflal) o Y-l exists and since 
rrF o Y-‘(x) = x we have by Lemma 2 that F o Y-1 = rAf and so F =: +f o Y. 
3. LIFTING OF FLOWS 
Consider a map @: $” ---f $” and ask for the conditions that there exist a 
bundle map 6 such that the following diagram commutes: 
TJA TO *TJA 
A I I A 
JA’ mn- JA’ xp,” m 
FIGURE 5 
Using the isomorphisms $” F 08” X RJA and $“’ X R” N R” X [WA’ X [w” 
and setting @(x, y) = (E(c(x, y), H(x, y)) and 6(x, y, v) = (@x7 Y), fi(x, Y), 
6(x, y, v)) we arrive after already familiar manipulations at 
,+ 
fi zz 8, (3.1) 
Z?, = H, (3.2) 
0(x, y, 0) = DE(x, y)v, (3.3) 
A:6=DH, (3.4) 
where the partial differential operator D with components ID”; i == l,..., rz maps 
a function on $” to a function on 9”’ according to the formula 
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for the sake of future convenience we consider ID to be defined on $,” by 
[IDi = -&+ c Yt+i& z (Lo) 
Cd4 
which is well-defined since for any map 4 only a finite number of summands 
in U$$ will survive. 
As was noted before, Eqs. (3.1)-(3.3) are defining equations, while (3.4) is 
a mixture of defining and constraining relations. Substituting (3.3) into (3.4) 
one obtains 
A:DE=DH. (3.5) 
DEFINITION 3.1. Suppose 6 exists, and consider its base map CD’ = 6b 
which is a particular lifting of a: 
FIGURE 6 
As before we define successive liftings CD’, CD”,..., @tN) as long as they exist. 
As was noted before, if @(Ial) exists, then all liftings exist since after this step 
(3.5) ceases to impose any constraints and becomes a purely defining relation. 
We note that lifting is functorial in that (@r 0 @a)” can be taken to be C& 0 &a 
and (@r o @,)’ to be @i 0 @i . Furthermore if the n x n matrix ID~,T$ is invertible, 
(3.5) shows that Cp’ is unique. In particular, if Qp, is the flow of a vector field X, 
we see by the above comments that if 6t exists, it too is the flow of a vector 
field %! and CD; is the flow of a vector field X’. 
DEFINITIOX 3.2. We call @I the 1;fting of Qt and X’ the lifting of 3. 
THEOREM 1. A vector field % in $” is graph-preserving if and only if @jIAl) 
exists. 
Proof. (1) Necessity. Suppose % is-graph preserving then TD~ 0+f = 
+ft o ul, , where !Pt = P@, o #f. We have then T(@, 0 TAf) = T(rAft o YJ = 
TrAft o TY, = A 0 (~“‘j x 1) 0 TYt and also T(@, 0 ~“f) = T@, 0 TrAf = 
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T@, o A 0 (d’f x l), and thus a commutative diagram (disregard 6’t for the 
moment) 
WA TiPt l TJ? 
A 
I I 
A 
J AlxlRn % --c------ +J A' XQP 
FIGURE 7 
Now consider the map T@, o (1 then we claim that Im(T0, o A) C Im(A) for if 
P E $A’ x W, there exists a function f and a point (x,, , Q) E W x W such 
that P = (~“‘f x 1)(x0 , VJ but then (T@, 0 A)P = A 0 (@‘f x 1) 0 TY$(q, , v,,) 
which belongs the image of A. Refering now to the statement of Lemma 1 we 
see that (T@, o A)h is linear in e, and m( T@, o A)“h = D@, is invertible since Dt 
is a diffeomorphism. Lemma 1 now asserts the existence of &?)t and so Dt is 
liftable. To prove that the lower square of the above diagram also commutes 
we note that A o 6)t o (+‘f x 1) = A o (#‘ft x 1) D TYt since the first map 
by commutativity of the top square is Tds, 0 A 0 (+‘f x 1) and equality follows 
from commutativity of the large square. But this last map satisfies the hypotheses 
of Lemma 1 and so A can be cancelled to give &t 0 ~“‘f = (G’ft x 1) 0 TY+ 
which in particular implies that. @I o T”‘f = TA’ft o Y, which amounts to saying 
that 97’ is graph-preserving. Repeating the argument with %’ shows that Qp, 
can be lifted arbitrarily and each lifting defines a graph-preserving vector field. 
(2) Sz@ciency. Supp ose now at is liftable and let F: W -+ fA also be 
liftable. Then we have T(@, o F) = TQt o TF = Tdi, o A o p = .A 0 (Gt o p), 
thus (@ OF)- = $f OP. If now both @jlAt) and F(IAl) exist, then (Cp, 0 F)‘IAl) 
exists and so by Lemma 3, Gpt o F = #ft o Yt where u’, = z&F. For the 
particular case of F = T”f we have ot 0 T”f = TAft o yt which is precisely graph 
preservation. 
COROLLARY 1. If % and CV are graph-preserving, then so are aX + W 
and [Z, Y]. 
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Proof. The flows for a% + b@Y and [X, %] can be obtained by taking limits 
in composites of flows of I and C?Y by using the Trotter product formula and the 
Lie commutator formula. Since liftings are functorial, such composites persist 
under lifting so we get in particular (~9” + btY)(“) = a991 + bW”) and 
[%, CY](n) = [s(n), W”)]. Theorem 1 now implies the result. 
4. DIFFERENTIAL CONSTRAINTS 
Let % be a graph-preserving vector field in yA, then as was shown in Section 3 
we can construct its lifting 99) in jAtrn). Equation (3.5) applied to successive 
liftings of Qt must now eventually expose all the differential constraints that 3 
must satisfy. Let us write 
then to first order 
Q+)(x y) = (x + t 9 t5 9 Y + t?7) + o(t) 
and Eq. (3.5) reads 
C (Yi+i + t7°1+i) D”(xi + tti) = Dk(yLa + t7jL) + O(t) 
z 
which is identity in zeroth order and in first gives 
This has as a consequence that if for each L we consider the minimal multi- 
indices in the set A, , the corresponding functions ~a together with the & 
determine .Pm) completely. In particular, if A is vertexed, then the fi and the 
~~0 determine ?Pm) completely. Another consequence is that if 9? is graph- 
preserving in fA, then there is only one lifting of 97 to $A’, namely, SY’, that is 
also graph-preserving, for both X and any possible lifting have to share the same 
determining functions ti and 71~“. 
Now by the usual arguments about flows, the above first-order condition (4.1) 
is also sufficient that Qt be graph-preserving. Thus we conclude that 9 is graph- 
preserving if and only if Brn) satisfies (4.1). 
It is convenient to change to another set of functions characterizing .Vm). Let 
us define functions cLu on yA@” by requiring 
fq(X) = (@f&x) + tc,u 0 Tf+)f(X)) + o(t). ( w 
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Now graph preservation means that at the point x + tf 0 +I@)~(x), yArrnift 
has components @fL(x) + tTLu o T Atmy + o(t). To first order the inverse of 
the transform x -+ x + tf o 7RCm)f(x) is x -+ x - tf 0 ~~‘~If(x); thus making 
this substitution in the above expression for fAtrn% we find that at the point 
x it has to first order the components 
@fL(X) + tT)L* 0 TACrn)f(X) - t c & 0 v@)f(X) aa+yL(x) 
i 
which means that 
If we now reexpress condition (4.1) in terms of the E we find the simpler 
relation 
a+i _ 
EL - 
ail a 
L* (4.3) 
The remainder of this paper explores the consequences of (4.3). It is useful to 
note the following commutator formula: 
[ 
a 
a+i’ 
@L 
Di] = +. (4.4) 
We also note that [IDi, Dj] = 0 and so we can define D* = (Drp ..* (Dn)o,. 
Finally, (4.3) can be readily understood also from the relation D(F 0 ~“f) = 
(DF) o ~“‘f. 
5. THE DETERMINATION OF GRAPH-PRESERVING FIELDS 
Suppose, generally speaking, that a vector field L’Z on E x F has the form 
S-(x, y) = @-*b(x), X’Yx, y)). Th en the initial data problem (2, j) = 9(x, y), 
W)~ Y(O)) = (x0 P Yo) can be solved by first solving R = S(x), x(0) = x0 
and then using the solution x(t) to solve the nonautonomous problem j(t) = 
~Yx@), r(t))* w e can look upon x(t) as being a control function in the control 
problem9 = .%9(x, y). 
DEFINITION 5.1. Given a vector field as above we say (note well the deliberate 
abuse of language) that 3 is a vector field in F controlled by .%b in E, or that 
59 controls %. 
Particularizing to jet bundles, suppose A C B, then $B = #A x F for 
some F and let rr,: jB --f 8” be the projection. If now 3 is a graph-preserving 
vector field in F controlled by .%b in flA, we note that S9 is graph preserving 
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for we have @,b o rAf = OP,b o rrArBf = rAQt o rBf = rArBft o ?Pt = rAft o !Pt . 
On the other hand if B C .AcN) for some N, then $d’N’ = yB x G and so by 
uniqueness of lifting we see that X controls Xb’N’. Again by uniqueness of 
lifting we have in this case Zb’m’ = %^(m). 
DEFINITION 5.2. If X is defined on fA and Y on 2” with A(oo) = B(~) 
and !Fai) = Wao), we say 95 and GY are equivalent. 
In this case of equivalence, if A is vertexed, then exp(tX)” = exp(t?V)” and 
so for the effect of studying deformations of germs of Cm maps, 3 and ?I are 
equally good, though one could have the advantage of being defined in a lower- 
dimensional jet bundle. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose A is finite and vertexed. Let 3 be a Cm graph-preserving 
vector field in $“. Then there is a partition P, ,,.., P, of M and a sequence of 
graph-preserving vector fields +Yy, ,. .., Y’n such that 
(i) gl is a vector field in ~An((L*~)lL~~l.l~l~1) andfor each j > 1, kY$ is 
a vector$field in [WAn((L.~)lLEPj,lal<1) controlled by an appropriate lifting of SYml . 
(ii) X and Yg are equivalent. 
(iii) Each of the functions E Lo determine the components ( of 3Y by 
Before proving the theorem we discuss its interpretation. For the case m = 1 
let A, = A n (a 1 1 (Y j < l}, then there is only ?VI defined on fAl and equi- 
valent to S?. By uniqueness of lifting then fi , TO, + are independent of ya, 
arIAland 
Furthermore, the function EO(X~ ,..., X, ; y” ; yl,..., y”) determines the flow 
and we find 
We note that if l is independent of y”, then Zfi(a/iYxa) + $(a/ayi) is an infinite- 
simal contact transformation with -co as generator. 
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Finally we remark that the level set E O = 0 is an invariant for C?Yr since a simple 
calculation shows that @YIes = l o(&o/ays), and within this set the integral 
curves of CYr coincide with the characteristics of the first-order partial differential 
equation 
We conclude therefore that an infinitesimal deformation of a differentiable 
function that depends on a finite number of derivatives, in the sense of being 
able to be effected by the action of a flow on one of its finite jets, involves essen- 
tially only derivatives of order no higher than the first and the deformation 
generalizes the notion of an infinitesimal contact transformation. 
The case m > 1 is somewhat analogous, there being now m generators 
---9O, L = I,..., m; but again, the appearance of higher-order derivatives 
comes about through liftings, the difference being now that such liftings can 
be used as controls for defining the flow in another part of the bundle. 
Before starting in on the proof we will need a technical result. 
DEFINITION 5.3. If 4 is any function defined on gmrn, we set S,(4) = 
{a I &Ww f 01 and W) = &5 4 I 01 E SLW>. 
Furthermore, the above equivalence is true with strict inequalities. 
Proof. We first show the following weaker version: If cy E S,.(4), j ~11 I = 
[ S,(+)l, then for all /3 we have 01 + /3 ES,(D~$), 1 a: + p 1 = / S&E@#)I and 
aw+pg+B = a+IayLa. We show this by induction on I /3 I: for / /3 I = 0 the 
result is true, now by (4.4) we have 
By induction we have 1 OL + p + i j > I SL(UP$)I = I 01 + p 1, so the first term 
on the right-hand side vanishes and the second term gives, again by induction, 
aww. Hence 01 + p + i E SL(Ds+i#). On the other hand, the expression 
for [ID shows that I S,(U%$)l < 1 S,(4)/ + 1 so that I 01 + /3 I + 1 = / S,(D~#J)I + 
1 > iS,(Da+~+)l > Ia+/z+il = Ia+/3I+l,showingthatIar+P+iI = 
1 SL(Da+i+)l and our claim is justified. 
Referring again to (5.1) we proceed to prove the lemma again by induction 
on I/3 j: for I /3 ] = 0 the lemma is true; if now 1 ac + /3 + i / > 1 S,(Ds+~~)\, 
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then I (y. f P I 2 I WW)l f or if / 01+ fi / < 1 S,( De+)], choose a y E S,(Ds+) 
with I y 1 = I S,(D~+)l; by our initiating result we have / 01+ /3 + i / = 
Ia + P I + 1 < I y + i I = I w”+wl, contradicting the hypothesis. Thus 
by induction the first term of the right-hand side of (5.1) vanishes, I 01 j > 
I S,($)l, and the second term gives &$/ay, ~. Notice that the above argument can 
also be carried through with strict inequality. Reciprocally, suppose j a: 1 3 
/ S,(+)l, then by induction / a! + p 1 > / S&P+)1; hence the first term on 
the right-hand side of (5.1) vanishes and the second gives a+/ayLa. Now 
I c1 + p + i / >, j S,(UY+)j + 1 > 1 S,(DB-%$)I. A strict inequality / 01 I > 
I S,(4)l will, by induction, make the first inequality in the previous sentence 
also strict since then j CL + /3 / > 1 S,(DQ$)(. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Take cy. E S,(e,O), 1 a / = j S,(E,O)I. Then by Lemma 4, 
01 + /3 E SL(c$) for any /3. Now if /3 E A, , SL(cLfi) C AL ; so we have a + /3 E AL 
for any p E A, showing that / 01 1 < 1. Let us now consider a p E -4, with 
I /3 / maximum. We have then by Lemma 4 that 1 /I + i 1 3 1 S(E~~)J and 
a%“laYL B+ = acLolayLi. On the other hand •~0 = QB - Ziyi”ti and since 
j3 + i $ AL neither ti nor ~6 depend on yy and we conclude - fi = &~s/ay~‘i = 
aeLo/ayLi and prove part (iii) of the theorem. 
It remains now to consider the dependence of l Lo on the yKU, K + L. Consider 
M as a set of vertices; we construct a graph with labeled directed edges. We say 
we have an a-edge and write L -+~ K if 8cKo/ayLU # 0. We now claim that for 
any cycle Lo -+ L, +a2 L, +Q . . +Q L, = Lo we necessarily have 01~ = 0. 
To see this we note that we can change to a new cycle changing the labels CQ 
in the above so that 1 oli I is maximum for the corresponding pair of vertices. 
Assume this has already been done so we have / mi 1 = j S,~-I(~~i)j and by 
Lemma 4 ig/ayyf = &~~/ay~_I we find now from (4.2) and (iii): 
Now A is vertexed and so we can work with .VN) in $AIN’, choosing N in such 
a way that for all L, 1 A$“) ) > 1. Choose /3 above now in such a way that p E Ai:) 
and I p 1 maximum. Then as we have shown $_I does not depend on yti-, with 
1 y I > 1, making the last term of the above equation vanish. And as the first 
term of the final right-hand side is nonzero we conclude 01~ + /3 E AiyJl. Thus 
/ A~~~, I > j Ai? I + j ai I. Going around the cycle with these inequalities 
we find 1 AiT I > 1 Al:) I + Z I oli I which implies 01~ = 0. 
Consider now the subgraph of Ml obtained by deleting the O-edges. By the 
previous result there are no cycles. Call a vertex a root if no edge now terminates 
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in it. Reintroduce now the O-edges but retain all the root terminology with 
respect to the subgraph introduced above. Call a subset S of M independent 
if there are no edges directed into it from outside. Notice that in this case the 
cLo, L E s depend on no variable yKa with K 4 S. If also the Ei do not depend 
on these variables, then neither do any of the vrp, L E S, thus 9 is controlled 
by a field in $an((L,a)lLEs}. Notice that if sr and S, are independent, then so 
are & n S, and S, U ss ; this allows us to make the following definition. An 
independent set is said to be of level 1 if it is a union of minimal independent 
sets, and we say that an independent set is of level k + 1 if it is a union of 
independent sets not of level <k and which are minimal with respect to this 
property. We let Qek be the maximum independent set of level k; this gives us 
an increasing sequence Qp, C Q, C ... C Q, = Ml, reaching M for the first 
time at some integer 4. We show eventually that the partition IPi = Q\Q,-r 
satisfies the conclusion of the theorem. 
Consider a minimal independent set Q, then every vertex of Q can be followed 
backwards along nonzero edges to a root which by independence must necessarily 
belong to Q. If R is a root in Q and Lo + R with L not a root, then we say that R 
is overseen. Let us follow L back to a root R’. Now R’ f R nor is there any path 
from R to R’ since this would create a cycle with a forbidden edge. For any 
root S in Q let 9(S) be the set of roots which have paths leading to S. Note that 
T E 9(S) z- 9(T)C 9(S). If now any vertex in 53(R’) is overseen, then using 
the above process we find a vertex R” E 9(R’) with R’ $ Q(R”). Thus we have 
a strictly decreasing sequence .9(R) 3 S@(R’) 3 9(R”) 3 ..* which must eventually 
be impossible to continue. Thus there exists a root S in Q such that 9(S) has 
no overseen vertices. This means that 53(S) is independent, and since Q is 
minimal, Q = 9(S). Hence every minimal independent set consists only of 
rcjots. 
Suppose now that &$JayK” # 0 then since for any I, # K, Ei = -acLo/3yLi 
we must have &Lo/8yK” # 0 and so an edge K -G L. Now if 1 (Y / 3 1 this 
means that K is the only root and P, = {K); if 1 a 1 = 0, then we have a O-edge 
from K into any set of roots and so there is only one minimal independent 
set lP1 and KE!P~. We conclude therefore that &.$JayK” = 0 for K $ [IpI . 
Let now Q be a minimal independent set on level k and Q’ = Q n Q,-, ; 
then Q’ is independent and on level k - 1. If L E Q\Q’ let 9(L) be the vertices 
of Q that have paths leading to L. Then 9(L) is independent and since L 4 QPkel 
we have by minimality that 9(L) = Q. But this means that any edge emanating 
from L and terminating in Q must be a O-edge for otherwise we would create 
a forbidden cycle. Thus any dependence of •~-0 on yKe, 1 LY / 2 1 must come 
from QP, . 
Let us now collect the facts about the cLo: 
(a) VL, si = --a_ ELO, 
--8YLZ 
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ac,O 
(b) ~- = 
8Yyrp 
0 for /a.l>l, 
(c) there is an increasing sequence of sets Q, , Qa ,..., Q, in M defining 
a partition PI = Q,\Q,-r such that 
(p) if L E Pi and $$ #O,jol]>lthenK~Q-r. 
DEFINITION 5.4. Consider a strictly increasing sequence a;Sr , Q, ,..., Q, 
of subsets of Ml, defining the partition Pi = Qi\QimI and let vk be a h-tuple 
of integers nr , n2 ,..., n, . Define A[vJ = {(L, LX) 1 L E QI, and if L E Pi, then 
I 01 I < %I. 
We now show that for the Q of item (c) above there is a sequence 
Vl 3 v?. I...> vg such that S(t,) C A[+] for all k and if (L, LX) E A[+], then S(qLm) C 
4d 
We have 
7L0 = CL0 - c YL% , (5.2) 
(5.3) 
and by (a)-(c) above we can take vr = 1. Suppose now we have found vR = 
n, ,..., nk) and set m 
ic) above that the rlLo 
= max{I S(eLo)I / L E IFpk+r}. Then for L E Pk+l we see by 
are defined in yAtY’l where V' = (nr + m,...,n, + m, 1) 
and from (5.3) we see that the vLi are defined there also and so we can set vk,,r = v’. 
We note that in the above construction, since each 6& is independent, 
is a graph-preserving vector field in yAtVh. Noting that in vlc , nk = 1 and that, 
%‘J, is controlled by +Y&-” we have proved part (i) of the theorem. By uni- 
queness of lifting since Ya and X share the same l Lo and ti , we see that they 
are equivalent establishing also part (ii) of the theorem. 
The above proof also furnishes a sufficiency condition. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose we are given a set of functions c$~ on $%m satisfying 
a+, . (1) - . 
3YLi 
IS mdependent of L 
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(2) $f$ = OifjolI > 1, 
(3) if& --% L, -5 .*. -% L, is a cycle in Ml, then 01~ = 0. 
Then, setting ti = -a#L/ay)yLi, ELSE = EDah , ~~a = cLa - ,&y”+i&, there is 
a$nite vertexed multipair set A such that 
defines a graph-preserving vector field in yA. 
We observe that for m = 1 only condition (2) has any force and any function 
4(x1 ,.*., x, ; y”; y’,..., y”) defines a graph-preserving field. 
6. NONAUTONOMOUS FLOWS AND INFINITEXMAL GRAPH-PRESERVING 
DEFORMATIONS 
The whole preceding discussion could have been carried out also for non- 
autonomous vector fields. If X(t) is a nonautonomous vector field defined on 
an open set I’ of .&! x R where &? is a Cm manifold, then Z(t) defines a maximal 
nonhomogeneous flow di: w -+ .M defined on an open set ?F C V x Iw and 
where t ---f @(x, s, t) is an integral curve of the differential equation x(t) = 
X(x(t), t) such that X(S) = x and is defined on a maximal open interval of R. 
We write @t,s for a(., s, t). As is well-known we can introduce in V the vector 
field X+(x, s) = X(s) + a/as whose flow Qt+ satisfies Dt+(x, s) = (@t+s,s~, 
s + t). We say that a nonautonomous vector field E(t) in $” is graph-preserving 
if 
for 1 t - s / sufficiently small and subject to the already familar and obvious 
domain considerations. Defining !Pt,, = P@~,$ 0 rAf, the above is equivalent to 
CD t.s O T”f = T”ft., O ul,,, . Introduce now a new independent variable x,+~ 
and the field Z”+ = %(~~+r) + a/&+r in the bundle 8”’ where A+ = {(L, a+) / 
(L, a) E A, OL+ = (0~~ ,..., an , O)}. We claim now that ?&“+ is graph-preserving if 
and only if .F is. To see this consider +“f where f is defined on R”+l. Since 
yAcf has no derivatives with respect to x,+r , we have 
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where f(., x,+r) is considered a function on 08% with parameter x,+~ and where 
we have taken the liberty to rearrange the components of ~-~+f. Thus we have 
m+ D TA+f)(*, x,+1) = @t+bAf(*, %+1h x7&+1) 
= Pt+%+,.s,+, o TAf(.l x,+dt x72+1 + t> 
from which we see that we can write at+ 0 +‘f = TA"ft 0 Y, if and only if we 
can write a,+, ,1: 0 ~~f(., x,+r) = ~~ft(., x,+~) 0 Yt+m ,= which sub- 
stantiates our clai% a!& a few easy identifications. Since we*nAw”cave &+ = Ei ; 
i = l,..., n; [z+,, = 1; vpL+ = rlLoL we find that EF+ = 6LE - ytpV1) and so 
(4.1)-(4.3) are still satisfied with the only difference now that the $, 77, and E 
depend on an additional parameter, which we revert to calling t, representing 
the time dependence of the nonautonomous vector field Z(t). Thus we can 
claim that Theorems 2 and 3 are also valid for nonautonomous vector fields 
with the only difference being that the various functions now depend on the 
flow parameter. 
Suppose that for each t in some open interval of R we have a diffeomorphism 
0, of a Cm manifold A! such that (x, t) + 0,x is Cm. Setting a,,, = 0, o 0;’ 
we find that @t,s satisfies the nonhomogeneous emigroup law and so is the flow 
of a nonautonomous vector field Z(t) given by 
For the case of jet bundles we say 0, is graph-preserving if the corresponding 
nonautonomous flow is. Of particular interest is when one of the 0, is the 
identity, say 0, for convenience. Then @t,o = Ot and Q,t = 0;’ and so if 0 
is graph-preserving we have 0, o rAf = rAft o &,r”f and 0;’ 0 TAf = TAtf o 
&3;%4f for some functions ft , $f when [ t ) is sufficiently small and approrpiate 
domain conditions are respected. On the other hand if these equations are 
satisfied we call 0 a graph-preserving deformation of identity. In this case we 
see that Qt,$ = O,o 0;’ is also graph-preserving for 1 t 1 + 1 s I sufficiently 
small and so the corresponding nonautonomous vector field S(t) is subject to 
the conclusions of Theorems 2 and 3 for t small. The theorems, though proved 
for autonomous flows, are applicable to any graph-preserving deformation of 
the identity and thus impose severe constraint on derivative-dependent deforma- 
tions of germs that can be effected in a finite dimensional jet bundle. 
7. OBSERVATIONS 
1. The original motivation came from the study of transformations of 
differential equations. This explains at least two aspects of the preceding 
exposition. First, one may wonder why the field % was studied in a subproduct 
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fA of xg’ and not in the full jet bundle of order / A / as is usually done for 
such questions. Now a differential equation F usually involves only some of 
the possible derivates of any order and so is intrinsically defined in a partial 
bundle $“. Even though if B 3 A we can consider F as being defined in $a by 
composing with the projection YE --f fA, there is no reason to think a priori 
why a graph-preserving vector field in $A should control one in $s, thus from 
a transformation theoretic viewpoint restricted bundles may allow for greater 
possibilities. Now for m = 1 we saw that each graph-preserving vector field in 
yA with A finite and vertexed is equivalent to a field in $l so in this case no 
new possibilities arise. For m > 1 we also saw by the proof of Theorem 2 that 
we can take A in the form A[v,] with n, 3 rr2 > ... 3 np. = 1. In this case 
there is no way in general to pass to a field in $m” equivalent to X (thus allowing 
to assume 71r = n2 = ... = np = K) for if we lift in a subbundle corresponding 
to Pi we must also lift in the subbundles corresponding to the Pj , J’ < i, since 
lefting creates dependence on new derivative. For m > 1 therefore allowing 
for subbundles did create new possibilities. Second, one may wonder why we 
studied only vertexed A. In this case the germ transform f --f ft is unique and 
the whole point of transformation theory of differential equations is to accompany 
a transformation of equations by a corresponding transformation of solutions. A 
graph-preserving vector field in $A with A finite but not vertexed does not in 
general control one in a $” with B vertexed and finite. To see this take n = 1, 
m = 1, A = (1, 2) and the flow defined by 8 = 2y@), $ = (Y@))~, y2 = 0. 
We find ~1 = -(y(2))2, ~2 = -2y(3)y@), so (4.3) is satisfied. On the other hand 
if this flow controls one in $” with B vertexed and finite there would exist a 
function ~0 depending only on X, y”, y1 such that 6 = l&O. This would imply 
that G is linear in y c2) which is not the case. 
2. The case of infinite A was not studied here due to difficulties in treating 
an infinity of variables. Nevertheless one is forced to consider A infinite in 
order to reasonably complete the classification of graph-preserving transforma- 
tions. Consider the case n. = 1, m = 2, and the flow defined by the generators 
$0 = (2) Y2 , ~~0 = 0. These satisfy the conditions of Theorem 3 and so define 
a graph-preserving vector field in a finite-dimensional jet bundle with the 
corresponding induced flow of germs given by (fr , f2) w (fi + rfl , f2). If 
we now introduce g, = +(fr +f,), g, = $(fi -f2) then the germ flow for 
(gl , g2) is given by (8, , g2) ++ (.a + t(gl - g2)“, g2 + Q1 - g2)“) which is 
induced by the graph-preserving vector field 
in $” whose flow is 
(x, yl”‘, yp> b+ (x, yl”’ + t(ylk+2) - yp9, y2 + t(yy - ypq). 
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For this field cl0 = y:“) - y%) = e2@. These do not satisfy the cycle condition 
of Theorem 3 and cannot be used to define a flow in a finite-dimensional bundle. 
Since there is no reason to prefer the pair (fi , f2) to the pair (g, , gs), we conclude 
that for m > 1 a fully developed transformation theory must necessarily be form- 
ulated in fm. Notice that we are still avoiding convergence questions by asking 
for flows each component of which depends only on a finite number of variables. 
3. We can now ask what implications our results have for Cartan’s 
program. When working in J?~[~~I a map #: R” -+ [w~[v~l is of the form $“[“q?f 
if and only if its graph in an integral manifold of the Pfaffian system Sz defined 
by the family of l-forms uLa = dyLa - ,&yi+.‘j dxj where if L E Pi, then 
1 a: 1 < n, - 1. On the other hand an n-dimensional integral manifold of Q 
may not be I’atValf for some f but this is merely by not being a graph. A field 3 
is thus graph-preserving if and only if Qt is an automorphism of Sz. By Theorem 2 
any such field can be realized in a fAtVal and so Cartan’s proposal can be 
considered to be justified also from a transformational viewpoint in the sense 
that infinitesimal graph-preserving deformations of yA, A finite and vertexed, 
are equivalent to infinitesimal deformations of appropriate $a[~@] that preserve 
the Pfaffian system Q. On the other hand in view of observation 2 of this section, 
for m > 1, the appropriate arena for Cartan’s program must be $” since only 
there can one exibit the full transformational structure. 
We would also like to call attention to Theorem 1 of [8] which states that in 
YnL” with m > 1 the only infinitesimal automorphisms of Q are liftings of 
vector fields in yma. This is certainly far from true in &A[Q]. Take, for example, 
n = 1, m = 2 and cl0 = 2yir)y&‘), <so = (ye”)“. These satisfy the conditions 
of Theorem 3 and, since [ = -2y.$‘), cannot be a lifting of anything in ~$0. 
4. As a step toward a more intrinsic viewpoint one can argue that graph 
preservation is too strong and we should require it only for germs that are 
solutions of F = 0. Given an equation F in JF~[QI with Zr = F-l(O) a smooth 
submanifold, we can consider 52 ] ZF as a Pfaffian system 9, in ,ZF and if now 
Dt provides an isomorphism between sZF,,t and QF, it has the property of 
preserving graphs of solutions. Since for the effects of solutions of F = 0 what 
happens outside of ZF is of little importance, it is natural to consider Z, with 
its Pfaffian system QF as being the differential equation rather than the function 
F. Graph preservation of solutions then becomes isomorphism of Pfafian 
systems, and this should be a step toward the correct final intrinsic expression 
as applied to differential equations [9]. 
5. A graph-preserving field 3 is a symmetry of F = 0 if F o rAft = 0 for 
any solution f of F = 0. This to first order means that 
Fo4f =o => 
1 0 T‘yf = 0. 
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We would like to have an equation though which does not need knowledge of 
the solutions ofF = 0. It would not be correct to require simply 
c (aF/ayL) WcL” = o 
(L.0) 
since the variables yLu appearing there are in general related as a consequence 
of the differential equation. We can find all such relations differentiating F; 
in fact if F 0 rAf = 0 then 0 = 3F o @flaxi = DiF o T"f, so that the infinite 
set of equations D”F = 0 provide all the differential relations a priori deter- 
minable to be satisfied by solutions of F = 0. There is another way of looking 
at this. Consider the composite 
f”’ x R” --& TfA TF\ TE, 
then by linearity we have a well-defined map F’ = (TF D A): $A’ -+ E x 
L(R”, E) given by F’(x, y) = (F(x, yA), (DF)(x, JJ)) and so Ftrn) = 0 embodies 
all the equations KWF = 0. Xn any case, if we find solutions eLo to 
(LA aYEa 
c- 
WELO = 0 (7.1) 
on the set defined by 
p(m) = 0 (7.2) 
and subject to the hypotheses of Theorem 3, then we are guaranteed a symmetry 
in a finite-dimensional jet bundle. In general once one makes a priori decisions 
on the sets B(eLO), then already a finite lifting FcN) of F contains all the needed 
differential constraints. Furthermore, what happens in practice is that F = 0 
has sufficient solutions so that given any point P in RAtN) such that FcN)P = 0, 
there is a solution f and a point x0 E R* such that rA’N)f(~o) = P. In this case 
Eq. (7.1) on the set Ftrn) = 0 is a necessary consequence of the existence of 
a symmetry defined by the ~~0. We mention that there is an analogous and 
absolutely equivalent condition that can replace (7.1): 
This equation generally appears in the literature [6] but is a lot more cumber- 
some to work with. 
The usual treatment of deformations and symmetries considers only vector 
fields in fmo and except for the topic of infinitesimal Baecklund transformations 
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[lo] and the classical topic of contact transformation ignores possible derivative 
-dependent deformations. Now there are certainly equations that have deriva- 
tive-dependent symmetries. One can find them taking for l Lo given functions 
and solving from (7.1) and (7.2) for F. For instance taking n = 2, m = 1, and 
setting co = (y(1,0))2, which has the exponential form x1 + x1 - Zty(l*O), 
y’O,O’ + y(OsO) - t(y(l,'J))Z with x2 , y(l*O) and y(OJ) fixed, we find that any 
second-order equation of the form 
G ix2 , y&O), y(OJ), xly’l.O’ _ y’O.O’, 
y’lJ’ (y”,1’)2 
yo’ y’2,0’ 
_ y’O,Z’, 2y’o.o’ _ (Y’lso’Y = 0 
Y c&O) 1 
has the given flow as a symmetry. In particular this includes the equation 
d, = fcw%lY representing developable surfaces, and the Monge-Ampere 
equation u,,uWv - I& = 1. Unfortunately many other much studied equations 
such as the heat equation or the Korteweg-de Vries equation do not aquire 
any new symmetries in this way. 
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